The Journey

Dedicated to Johanna,
my dear childhood friend
whose journey ended
much too soon.
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The Journey

Godspeed

I speak to you from the West
This is my home, my place of birth,
My first light and new incarnation

Safe journey, my friend,
I wish you well
Feel, my heart is whispering
beautiful words to you

I have visited the East
where I sat in tears and prayed
at the graves of my ancestors
I have lived in the South
where I was born again
Here I found true purpose in life
I have been to the North
where the land of unknown beauty
is still proof of God’s hand
I have seen the four corners
Yet, the journey is still long
I do not know what lies ahead of me
But I do know that God will keep me strong

Let these tears
quench your thirst
during the long hot days,
Let this embrace
be your warm cloak at night,
Let my kisses
be your comfort in times of need.
Take wing and soar
Do not look back
Yours is the world to explore !

The Valley (For Johanna)

A Winter’s Tale

I remember
the times when we used to play in the valley
Rolling in the green summer grass,
chasing butterflies and climbing trees

Still, still ...
The snow tells me to hush
while I exhale a cloud
of unspoken words
Silence comes upon me
All thoughts cleansed
by a million crystal flakes

I can still hear
the bold stories we invented,
the hopes and dreams we shared
as we sat by the sparkling brook ...
Why you returned to the valley alone,
I will never understand
You have left me with faded pictures,
Embers of our precious childhood
now slowly dying in my hands
I will hold on to the dreams for you
and treasure the hopes you once had
I will bring them to you, Johanna,
the day we meet again in our
beautiful, worriless valley.

Hear, hear ...
The snow tells me to listen
to the magic of Winter’s Tale
What lies underneath
this frozen blanket is alive,
yet quiet and undisturbed
Echoes of days gone by
linger in the cold grey air
Peace is upon me
As the earth breathes slowly
I can feel Winter’s story
fade in the depths of my heart.

Revelation, the New Earth

Voice of the Mountains

“ Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth
for the first heaven and the first earth had passed
away, and there was no longer any sea.

I walk the paths of your ancient shapes
And feel the forceful beat of the past

I saw the Holy City, the New Jerusalem, coming
down out of heaven from God,
prepared as a bride beautifully dressed
for her husband.
And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying,
Now the dwelling of God is with men, and he will
live with them. They will be his people, and God
himself will be with them and be their God.
He will wipe every tear from their eyes.
There will be no more death or mourning or
crying or pain, for the old order of things
has passed away.”
(Bible: Revelation 21:1-4)

Somewhere, long before history,
the gods witnessed your birth
Tall and strong,
Faithful keepers of Heaven’s gates,
in your shadow we stand in awe
The winds carry the sound of the horns
over the snowcovered crests
The cry for freedom
has finally been released !

